Box 1:

Adolescent Literacy kit, 2004

- *Teaching Reading in High School English Classes*, edited by Bonnie O. Ericson, 2001
- *English Journal* issue on secondary readers reading successfully, Vol. 93, No. 5, May 2004

Bridging Literature and Mathematics kit, 2004

- *Math in Language Too*, Phyllis Whitin and David J. Whitin, NCTE publication, 2000
- *New Visions for Linking Literature and Mathematics*, NCTE, 2004

Grammar kit, 2004


Poetry kit, 2004

- *English Journal* special issue on Teaching and Writing Poetry, Vol. 91 No. 3, January 2002

NCTE Reading Initiative Study Group & Coaching Resources kit, 2004 (2 folders)

Engaging Media-Savvy Students kit, 2005


Supporting Secondary Writers kit, 2005

- *Writing on Demand: Best Practices and Strategies for Success*, Anne Ruggles Gere, Leila Christenbury, Kelly Sassi, 2005

Writing Matters kit, 2005


Reading Nonfiction Texts kit, 2006

- *Reading in the Reel World: Teaching Documentaries and Other Nonfiction Texts*, John Golden, NCTE publication, 2006

Teaching English Language Learners kit, 2006